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16Dehydrating large amounts of sludge produced by sewage treatment plants is difficult.
17Microwave pretreatment can effectively and significantly improve the dewaterability and
18hydrogen production of sludge subjected to anaerobic digestion. The aim of this study was
19to investigate the effects of different microwave conditions on hydrogen production from
20anaerobic digestion and dewaterability of sludge. Based on an analysis of the electric field
21distribution, a spiral reactor was designed and a continuous microwave system built to
22conduct intermittent and continuous experiments under different conditions. Settling
23volume, capillary suction time, particle size, and moisture content of the sludge were
24measured. The results show that sludge pretreated in continuous experiments has equally
25remarkable dehydration performance as intermittent experiments; the minimum moisture
26content was 77.29% in the intermittent experiment under a microwave power of 300 W and
27an exposure time of 60 sec, and that in the continuous experiment was 77.56% under a
28microwave power of 400 W and an exposure time of 60 sec. The peak measured by
29differential scanning calorimeter appeared earliest under a microwave power of 600 W and
30an exposure time of 180 sec. The heat flux at the peak was 4.343 W/g, which is relatively
31small. This indicates that microwave pretreatment induced desirable effects. The
32maximum yield of hydrogen production was 7.967% under the conditions of microwave
33power of 500 W, exposure time of 120 sec, and water bath at 55°C. This research provides a
34theoretical and experimental basis for the development of a continuous microwave
35sludge-conditioning system.
36© 2017 The Research Center for Eco-Environmental Sciences, Chinese Academy of Sciences.
37Published by Elsevier B.V.
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52 In 2014, more than 3500 sewage treatment plants were built and
53 put into operation in China, which provided new daily treatment
54 capacity of 140 million m3 (Qu et al., 2014). Sludge, a by-product
55 of sewage treatment, contains not only organic matter, nitrogen,
56 phosphorus, and potassium; but also biodegradable substances,

57heavy metals, salts, pathogens, and parasites. It is difficult to
58dehydrate and has problematic biochemical properties. Because
59a large quantity of sludge is produced on a daily scale, covering a
60wide area, if not handled properly, itwill cause serious secondary
61pollutionof the environment (Huet al., 2005;Wanget al., 2014). In
62order to facilitate its transport and resource recovery, sludge
63needs to be conditioned using physical, chemical, and biological
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64 methods (Yuan et al., 2007; Zhu et al., 2010). Currently a relatively
65 novel pretreatment method, microwave technology, has drawn
66 attention because it can effectively improve sludge dehydration
67 performance, decrease processing time, and reduce the usage of
68 reagents (Eskicioglu et al., 2007; Fu et al., 1999; Yu et al., 2009).
69 Through microwave pretreatment, pathogens can be effectively
70 killed and biosolids can be cracked. Organisms in sludge are
71 broken down into ammonia and phosphate that can be used as
72 fertilizer for plant production. Moreover, microwave pretreat-
73 ment can also assist in the extraction and digestion of heavy
74 metals in pyrolysis sludge, as well as in the stabilization ofmetal
75 ions in soil or sludge (Hong et al., 2004; Kuo et al., 2005;Menendez
76 et al., 2002; Tang et al., 2010; Tyagi and Lo, 2013). Sludge contains
77 rich organic substances such as proteins, carbohydrates and fat,
78 so transforming this organic matter into available energy is
79 another effective way of recycling resources (Liao et al., 2005).
80 Anaerobic digestion is among the top methods for sludge
81 disposal, and is usednot only to reduce environmental pollution,
82 but also to produce renewable energy fromwaste (Lu et al., 2013).
83 In the most common anaerobic sludge treatment process,
84 fermentation and hydrogen production from sludge is an
85 intermediate stage. With careful control at this hydrogen
86 production stage, it is possible to obtain clean energy and
87 pretreat sludge simultaneously (Chen et al., 2007).
88 Previous studies have experimentally studied the effect of
89 microwaves on the characteristics of sludge. Several research
90 teams (Eskicioglu et al., 2009; Hong et al., 2006; Park et al., 2004)
91 proved that microwave pretreatment is capable of cracking
92 sludge flocs and biological cells, and thereby capable of
93 releasing organic matter and transforming them into their
94 soluble phase. Liang et al. (2012) appliedmicrowave radiation to
95 condition sludge, and discovered that microwave can signifi-
96 cantly improve the dehydration performance of sludge under
97 appropriate conditions. Zhou et al. (2013a, 2013b) carried out
98 research on microwave conditioning of sludge and found that
99 dehydration performance of sludge exhibited significant chang-
100 es after microwave conditioning, affecting qualities such as
101 soluble chemical oxygen demand, particle size of sludge, and
102 viscosity. Wojciechowska (2005) applied microwave to condi-
103 tion sludge and found the specific resistance to filtration of
104 mixed sludge and anaerobic digested sludge, was reduced by
105 27% and 26%, respectively. Eskicioglu et al. (2008) found that at
106 90°C, dehydration performance of sludge was improved by
107 about 40% (pretreatment with microwave at 90°C for 10 min),
108 and that the capillary suction time (CST) of sludge with total
109 solid content of 5.8% was significantly decreased. Water
110 distribution and the mechanical dehydration performance of
111 sludge are closely associated, and can be used directly to
112 measure the degree of difficulty ofmechanical dehydration: the
113 larger the volume of bound water, the more difficult the
114 mechanical dehydration (Colin and Gazbar, 1995). The relation-
115 ship between temperature andheat flow (related to the thermal
116 transition temperature of internal materials) was determined
117 using differential scanning calorimeter (DSC). This technique is
118 used for measuring thermal effects of samples under temper-
119 ature control programs, and iswidely used for studying thermal
120 properties, phase transition, and crystallization kinetics of a
121 wide variety of organic, inorganic, polymeric, metallic, semi-
122 conductor, pharmaceutical, and biological materials. Although
123 the application of the DSC for moisture testing of sludge is still

124relatively rare, its excellent performance has made it widely
125used in studies of crude oil, high-concentration oil–water
126emulsions, and drilling (Clausse et al., 2005; Dalmazzone et al.,
1272006, 2010; Garti et al., 2000; Le Parlouer et al., 2004; Kovalchuk
128and Masalova, 2012; Zhu et al., 2011). The DSC has also been
129applied in the food industry (Chen et al., 2010). In this study, the
130DSC was used to measure the boundwater content of sludge to
131characterize its dehydration performance (Zhou et al., 2014).
132Carrère et al. (2010) reviewed studies on the effect of
133different pretreatment methods on anaerobic fermentation
134of sludge. Pino-Jelcic et al. (2006) and Hao et al. (2011) found
135that the amount of biogas produced from sludge increased
136when the sludge was pretreated using microwave radiation.
137Shen et al. (2009) compared the effect of heat pretreatment,
138microwave pretreatment, and chloroform pretreatment on
139the anaerobic fermentation of organic waste, and found that
140the microwave pretreatment is the most suitable method for
141improving hydrogen production from anaerobic reaction.
142Current microwave sludge pretreatment research has been
143focused on the use of intermittent microwave conditioning,
144research based on continuous microwave conditioning is still
145relatively rare. Because the production of sludge in sewage
146treatment plants is continuous, it is necessary to develop a
147continuous microwave conditioning device for sludge, if this
148conditioning apparatus is to be used at industrial scale. Based on
149previous work on intermittent microwave conditioning, a con-
150tinuous microwave conditioning device was created for these
151experiments. It was used to compare the effects of intermittent
152and continuous microwave conditioning on dehydration perfor-
153mance of sludge. Additional experiments were performed to
154assess the effects of microwave pretreatment on hydrogen
155production from anaerobic digestion.

1561571. Method

1581.1. Design of continuous microwave conditioning system

159To obtain the device needed for continuous sludge conditioning,
160amain reactorwas designed and resonant-cavitywas numerical
161simulated. According to the characteristics of the processing
162materials andmicrowave conditions, a continuous conditioning
163system was established, as shown in Fig. 1. It included four

Fig. 1 – Continuous microwave sludge conditioning system.
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